WITH WATERPROOF O-RING DRAW.
PACKAGE

1. SIZE:
   REEL: \( \varnothing 380 \times 24 \) mm

2. QUANTITY:
   1,000 PCS / REEL
   5 REEL / CARTON = 5,000 PCS

3. APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS: EIA-481-C

**GENERAL TOLERANCE**

- D. = ±0.30
- .0 = ±0.03
- .00 = ±0.05
- .000 = ±0.01

**DRAWER**

**CHECK**

**SPEC.**

**CONFIDENTIAL**

PART NO. 237FC24-XN247T-H

**ASTRON TECHNOLOGY CORP.**

NAME USB 3.1 C TYPE FEMALE
24P SMT+DP TYPE, WATERPROOF MID MOUNT TYPE